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About This Game

A rogue-lite, action platformer, tower defense, with a little rpg all in one.
As an action platformer, you can double jump, dash, and even climb a wall up and down while using a one-handed weapon.

But all of those must be unlocked via Distro Machine using the unit component.

As a rogue-lite, every level is random procedural generated.
That means every game session is different.

It also features permadeath, so everything that you work really hard for will be gone when you die.

Well, with exceptions..

And that brings it to rpg element which can be turned off if you so desire.
The very rare Xolyriums can be collected and can be spent on upgrading your reconnoiter.
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And finally, the tower defense.
This one may be a little too hard at first, but with patience, skill, and strategic preparations using gun turrets, missile launcher, or

a tesla tower you can do it!

Be warned, that this game requires some patience and skill.
The AI modifications can be a little intimidating at first but once you get the hang of it, you will feel like a boss.

Are you ready to annihilate all abominations of XO-Planets to find a new home for mankind?

LOCAL COOP IS NOW AVAILABLE!

Procedural Random Level Generation, No gameplays will ever be the same

Randomly generated weapons. Now 9 different weapon types (sword, axe, whip, gun, shotgun, sniper, and 3 different
launchers)

3 different weapon enhancements (vampiric, fire, and ice)

Modify your weapon with mod drops

Find all the Legendary weapons

Over 25 Enhancement Mods for the AI unit. (including Jet-pack, Teleport, and Juggernaut)

Permanent Enhancements to unlock using Xolyriums

A Distro Machine where you can buy enhancements for your AI

5 Bosses to outsmart and eliminate

5 mini bosses (bounty) to kill

25 enemy creatures with different behaviors and immunity to annihilate

Gamepad fully supported

Play with a friend on local coop

Unlock the Jukebox and listen to the cool Soundtrack.

Search and Destroy

Bounty Hunter

Bomber Man
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Treasure Hunter

Tower Defense

Ruins of War

Unlock and learn the stories behind every G-Raiders crew

Unlock Intels on every invaders

Six playable AI Reconnoiters with different playstyle (6 must be unlocked)

DOWNLOAD DEMO HERE

CURRENT GOAL:
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Hard Save. Save & Exit during mission

Resolution. Make it pretty

Squashing bugs

Polishing all Dialogs

Add More mission

Change Permanent Upgrade to streamlined. Like Nuclear Throne.

SOUNDTRACKS:

Ritchie's Sea 5 - Joe Reynolds/Professorlamp

Level Tracks by Trevor Lentz
http://opengameart.org/content/convergence

ANTEHYMN - Perry Butler (HECTAVEX)
http://opengameart.org/content/antehymn
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Title: XO-Planets
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Bohfam
Publisher:
Bohfam
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8

Processor: 2.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X9.0c Compatible Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 GB available space

Sound Card: Anything that works

Additional Notes: Microsoft Xbox 360 Controller or Direct Input compatible controller

English
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Love this old game ,can be glitchy on video at times butt its fun.. a RARE BIT of fun! shame about the ear s. This is a sheer
improvment on the last game.
 It's not nearly as relaxing. (Thats becouse relaxing is around the same as boring)
There is a ton more action, puzzles, and goals.
And you can actually alocate dna where you want it in this one.

You may see the mixed reviews, and people complaining the game is too hard. Thats simply backlash from people complaining
about the last game being too easy so the devs made this one a challenge. (You guys got exactly what you asked for.)

To anyone who does find the game to hard (spike maze parts):

 Switch to a controller (I reccomend the wired afterglow Xbox controllers, most games are pre set for em, so plug n play.)

Remember that your head is your hitbox, not your body. So those people saying they got to big couldnt have (Your head dosnt
grow.

And quit telling other people games are crap and writing bad reviews about becouse they are too 'hard' for you. I beat this whole
game in 1 sitting, its above average difficulty at best, certanly not 'hard'. (Go play any of the "Souls" games if you want a
comparason for what hard is.)

All in all, its a really good game and the best Sparkle game I have seen so far. It will sadly be way underrated do to the above
mentioned 'difficulty issues'.

. why does this game exists. Many people say this reminds them of Bomberman. Nothing wrong with that as they might have
memories of playing that game, but this game also remind me of another. It's a browser game called 'Playing with fire.' If you
play this game, tell me it doesn't remind you of this game a little bit. http://www.playing-with-fire-game.com/ Then again maybe
they both were based off Bomberman. Most likely. I just found it funny.

Anyway just wanted to talk about the resemblance to that game. It's fine and I like it. Very simplistic. I like.
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A short but enjoyable game.. Such a cool idea for a game that translates perfectly to VR.

The game is extremely intuitive and anyone can pick it up and play. I watched many VR first timers hop right in and fill orders
at a local Dreamhack convention.

Really excited to see how the game develops, and what new features get added.

Even in its current state(very polished), its easily worth the 9.99. Personally, I enjoyed this game a lot. It was very fun and was
very addicting. I highly recommend this game.. This has got to be by far one of the best routes for Train Simulator and certainly
the only route worth \u00a324.99. The attention to detail on this route is stunning and with 200 miles of track it doesn't get
boring. It comes with a nice variety of stock including the Class 25, Class 37, Class 101 and a Class 08, which is a generous
amount of locomotives, but its a shame no steam engines are included. I would definatly recommend you get this route.. I had a
lot of fun playing this game.
If you haven't played a lot of games like Port Royale or Patrician, then you will like this one because it's more streamlined.
Graphics and artistic styling are very pleasing to the eye.
Basically by the time you finish this game, you would feel satisfied and rewarded and time well spent.
Nothing about this game annoyed me which is probably why I played through the entire game in a short time without taking a
break.
That is why I have also purchased the DLC expansion which add a lot of content.. the sound is buggy. So I tried this game out,
hoping for the best. TLDR: It was very impresive in scope but as a player I felt detatched from the game.
The npc's sometimes shot me and sometimes didn't, the ships I found I could not customise or learn to make.
Basically I just felt like the whole game was a repetative loop of "Now go here, now do this, no go there, now do that" steps.

I found it fun for the first few deaths, but I got bored once I started to see the game sections repeat themselves.
It feels kind of half finished, the content and vision are here but the player needs more personal elements.

In a very funny way, Duskers has what this game lacks BUT duskers lacks what this game has .... if these two Devs could
combine Duskers and Derelict.... we may have a masterpiece
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